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1. INTRODUCTION

The ionosphere affects all devices that use navigation 

signals such as a global navigation satellite system (GNSS), 

and acts as the largest error source during the signal 

transmission process from satellite to ground reference 

station. The GNSS signals are influenced by free electrons in 

the ionosphere when they pass through the ionosphere. The 

GNSS signals received at the ground contain various types 

of noises and receiver clock errors incur significant errors to 

determine relative signal delay in the navigation system that 

uses two frequencies.

Hofmann-Wellenhof et al. (1993) proposed the extraction 

of total electron content (TEC) from the global positioning 

system (GPS) signal delay. Since then, it has been utilized in 

various studies including a study on the TEC characteristics 

(Wilson & Mannucci 1993), a study on vertical distribution of 

electron density (Hajj et al. 1994), a study on the ionospheric 
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irregularities (Wanninger et al. 1994), a study on sporadic 

E (Coco et al. 1995), a study on the detection of large-scale 

traveling ionospheric disturbances (LSTID) (Ho et al. 1996), 

and a study on the ionospheric disturbance (Calais & Minster 

1998).

As the number of GNSS reference stations that receive 

GLObal NAvigation Satellite System (GLONASS) signals 

increases, studies on the ionosphere using GLONASS 

along with GPS tend to increase as well. Camargo (2009) 

calculated the receiver's inter-frequency bias and vertical 

TEC using the GPS/GLONASS data observed by three types 

of GNSS receivers (Topcon TPS Hyper, Trimble NetR5, and 

Leica GRX1200) to analyze the errors given to L1 frequency 

signals. Afraimovich et al. (2013) reported that the problems 

of global ionospheric disturbance detection along with a 

spatial resolution that could not be solved by GPS/GLONASS 

previously were able to be resolved. Zakharenkova et al. 

(2016) published a paper that can reveal the results of the 

spatiotemporal resolution in the ionosphere. They were 

able to analyze the radio properties of LSTID using GPS 

and GLONASS measurements received at around 5,300 

reference stations during the St. Patrick’s day storm from 

March 17 to 18 in 2015. Nakashima & Heki (2014) employed 
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GPS observations to analyze the rocket-induced ionospheric 

disturbance after a rocket launch. However, the rocket-

induced ionospheric disturbance was not detected due to 

the geometric problem of GPS satellites. Therefore, they 

used GLONASS data to overcome this problem. In addition, 

Yasyukevich et al. (2015) determined the ionospheric TEC 

using the GPS and GLONASS measurements. They developed 

an algorithm that can estimate differential code biases (DCBs) 

based on a single GNSS reference station. They also proposed 

that 1 ns DCB value led to ~ 2.9 TEC unit (TECU) error when 

determining the TEC with the GPS dual frequency.

The utilization of GLONASS along with GPS has increased 

steadily to analyze the TEC in the ionosphere. This study 

employed the data received in every 30 sec from nine GNSS 

reference stations operated by the Korea Astronomy and 

Space Science Institute to calculate GPS/GLONASS TEC 

over the Korean Peninsula. In addition, the GNSS receiver 

DCBs that are the largest error source in the ionospheric 

TEC calculation are calculated relatively by applying the 

least square (LSQ) method, and the characteristics of GPS 

and GLONASS receiver DCBs are analyzed respectively. 

Furthermore, the TEC values over the Korean Peninsula 

calculated with other data processing methods are compared 

and analyzed.

2. DATA PROCESSING METHOD
 

2.1 TEC Calculation

The GPS satellites broadcast two carrier frequencies in 

the L-band (L1 = 1575.42 MHz and L2 = 1227.60 MHz) to the 

ground. The reception of dual frequency of the GLONASS 

satellites at the ground can determine the positioning of users 

as well as calculate the ionospheric TEC value accurately in 

contrast with GPS signals. The ionospheric error that acts as 

the largest error in the navigation signal transmission process 

can be eliminated through the widely known “ionosphere-

free linear combination”. On the other hand, “geometry-free 

linear combination” is used for estimating the ionospheric 

error accurately, which has been introduced in a number 

of studies (Davies & Hartmann 1997, Calais & Minster 1998, 

Mannucci et al. 1999, Afraimovich et al. 2001, and Otsuka et 

al. 2002). This study employed a method proposed by Sardon 

et al. (1994).
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where, f1 and f2 refer to frequencies of the GNSS navigation 

signals. In the case of GPS, f1 and f2 are 1575.42 MHz and 

1227.60 MHz, respectively. However, GLONASS uses 

a frequency division method so the two frequencies 

are determined to f1 = (1602+k·0.5625) MHz and f2 = 

(1246+k·0.4375) MHz, respectively. In the above frequencies, 

k refers to a frequency channel number. The channel number 

k of the GLONASS satellite can be checked in the satellite 

navigation file. L1 and L2 refer to carrier phase measurements 

of the GLSS L1 and L2. λ1 and λ2 refer to the wavelengths 

of the two frequencies. N1 and N2 refer to the integer 

ambiguity. br and bs are DCBs of the GNSS receiver and 

satellite. STEC refers to slant TEC, which is a measurement 

of the ionospheric TEC in the line of sight direction between 

the navigation satellite and receiver. We assume that free 

electrons are concentrated at a fixed height to estimate the 

TEC from the GNSS. Although the shell height is different 

from ionospheric models, it is generally set within a range 

of 250 km - 450 km. In this study, it was assumed as 300 km 

(Otsuka et al. 2013).

Since STEC significantly varies depending on a satellite 

elevation, a conversion of STEC into vertical TEC (VTEC) 

is conducted. As presented in Eqs. (2) and (3), a mapping 

function is needed to convert STEC into VTEC. In this study, 

“a modified single layer mapping function” proposed by 

Grejner-Brzezinska et al. (2004) was used.
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where, M is a mapping function, z and z' refer to the receiver's 

location and zenith angle at the ionospheric pierce point 

(IPP), respectively. RE is the radius (6,371 km) of the earth, 

and h refers to a height assumed where the TEC is the most 

concentrated (300 km) at the ionosphere. In addition, α is a 

correction factor (0.9872).

In this study, we set the elevation angle of the GNSS 

satellite to 20° to reduce the effect of a multi-path error.

2.2 GPS/GLONASS Relative Receiver DCB Estimation

One of the largest factors that decrease the accuracy of 

the GNSS TEC is the hardware bias derived from the GNSS 

receivers and satellites (Lanyi & Roth 1988). The GNSS 

TEC is calculated by the geometry-free linear combination. 

That is, a hardware bias is included in the observation of 

different frequencies, and a difference of measurements is 

used to calculate the ionospheric TEC. The hardware bias 

that is included in each of the frequencies has a differential 

form, which is a DCB. Every GNSS receiver has different 

characteristics of DCB which can reach up to nanoseconds 
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(ns). The DCB of the GNSS satellites is somewhat smaller 

than that of the receiver but it also has the value up to several 

ns. Thus, DCBs that are created by the GNSS satellites and 

receivers must be calculated and removed from the observed 

value to calculate the ionospheric TEC precisely.

In this study, an algorithm was developed to determine 

the DCBs of GPS and GLONASS receivers simultaneously as 

presented in Eq. (4).
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where, G and R refer to GPS and GLONASS, and subscript k 

refers to the GNSS reference stations.

Each GPS and GLONASS receiver DCB is estimated 

relatively as the DCB of the DAEJ GNSS reference station is 

set as “Reference”. GPS C1-P2 DCB and GLONASS P1-P2 

DCB for the receiver in the DAEJ reference station employed 

a value of Global Ionosphere Map product provided by the 

Natural Resources Canada. The information on satellite C1-

P1 DCB and P1-P2 DCB values is obtained from the Center 

for Orbit Determination in Europe (CODE) in Switzerland in 

case of GPS and GLONASS satellites. The CODE generates 

and provides satellite DCB files in the form of C1P1yymm.

DCB.Z and P1P2yymm.DCB.Z. In this study, satellite DCB 

values are not estimated separately but employed the 

information calculated from the CODE Analysis Center.

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

3.1 Analysis on GPS and GLONASS Receiver DCB

The data obtained in the permanent GNSS observation 

network operated by the Korea Astronomy and Space Science 

Institute were used to calculate the ionospheric TEC. The 

Korea Astronomy and Space Science Institute operates a total 

of nine GNSS reference stations in Korea. Fig. 1 shows the 

locations of the GNSS reference stations. The Trimble NetR9 

receiver and TRM59800.00 type of antennas are installed in 

all reference stations.

Fig. 2 shows the daily GPS C1-P2 DCBs in each reference 

station calculated using the observation data on Nov. 1 

in 2017. The receiver DCBs at each reference station are 

calculated every hour and a mean value for 24 hours is 

calculated. The yellow bar graph in Fig. 1 indicates the 

receiver DCBs, respectively. The red error bar indicates 

the standard deviation. The GPS receiver C1-P2 DCB has a 

range of -12 ns to -18 ns, and JEJU Reference Station has a 

maximum value as -12 ns, and DAEJ Reference Station has 

a minimum value as -18 ns. Despite that the same type of 

receiver Trimble NetR9 was employed, all receiver C1-P2 

DCBs were calculated differently. The receiver DCB is known 

to be affected by the GNSS data quality, DCB estimation 

method, characteristics of receiver and antenna, and internal 

hardware temperature of the receiver (Warnaut 1997, Coster 

et al. 2013). Zhang et al. (2009) also reported that the receiver 

DCBs differed according to the geomagnetic condition. 

More recently, Choi & Lee (2018) published that the receiver 

DCB was significantly affected by antenna grounding in the 

reference station. The various factors suggested in the above 

Fig. 1. The distribution of the GNSS reference stations in this study. Red 
filled circles indicate the location of GNSS sites.

Fig. 2. The estimated C1-P2 DCB values for GPS receivers in KGN on 
November 1, 2017.
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may have affected the receiver DCB in Fig. 2 complexly as 

well.

Fig. 3 shows the daily GLONASS receiver P1-P2 DCB in 

each reference station processed in the same period. The 

GLONASS receiver P1-P2 DCB is marked as the yellow bar 

graph, and the standard deviation of the DCBs is indicated as 

the red error bar. The GLONASS P1-P2 DCBs have a range of 

-5 ns to -15 ns, in which a difference between the maximum 

and minimum values is relatively larger than that of GPS C1-

P2 DCB. The GLONASS receiver DCB has approximately the 

maximum value of -5 ns in MKPO Reference Station, and the 

minimum value of -15 ns in SBAO Reference Station. These 

values show different characteristics by reference stations. It 

is difficult to find a common factor between the GPS receiver 

DCB in Fig. 2 and GLONASS receiver DCB in Fig. 3 from the 

reference station viewpoint. Note that the absolute values of 

GPS and GLONASS receiver DCBs in SBAO Reference Station 

were slightly larger than those of other reference stations in 

a relative aspect. It is not easy to find a factor in this cause. 

However, given that the same type of GNSS receivers, same 

antennas, and the same cables were used, the grounding 

conditions around the reference stations as reported by Choi 

& Lee (2018) may affect the receiver DCBs. In addition, BHAO 

Reference Station DCB was calculated to 0 ns, which was due 

to abnormal data processing as a result of the absence of the 

GLONASS P1 code measurements during the same period.

3.2 Analysis on the Change in the GNSS Ionospheric TEC 

over the Korean Peninsula

The GPS and GLONASS observation data were employed 

simultaneously to monitor the change in the ionospheric TEC 

precisely over the Korean Peninsula. Fig. 4 shows the IPP of 

GPS and GLONASS satellite signals according to the latitude 

and longitude. Fig. 4a shows the change in IPP for two hours 

(03:00 – 05:00 UT) based on DAEJ Reference Station, in which 

the black dotted line refers to the IPP of GPS satellite, and the 

red cross marker refers to the IPP of the GLONASS satellite. As 

shown in Fig. 4a, when GPS satellite as well as the GLONASS 

satellite are added, the advantages of the GLONASS use are 

well displayed. That is, some regions that cannot be observed 

by GPS satellite at a specific time can be well covered by the 

GLONASS satellite. Fig. 4b shows the change in IPP of GPS 

and GLONASS satellites in a day. The overall characteristic 

of the IPP distribution revealed that the IPP in the GLONASS 

satellite was more distributed in the northern region in 

the Korean Peninsula than that of the GPS satellite. This is 

related to the inclination angle of the satellites. The orbital 

inclination angles of GPS and GLONASS satellites are 55° 

and 64.8°, respectively. That is, since the orbital inclination 

angle of the GLONASS satellite is larger than that of the 

Fig. 3. The estimated P1-P2 DCB values for GLONASS receivers in KGN on 
November 1, 2017.

Fig. 4. IPP tracks for GPS and GLONASS satellites observed from daej site 
on November 1, 2017: (a) for 2 hours (03:00 – 05:00 UT), (b) for 24 hours.

(a) 2 hours

(b) 24 hours
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GPS satellite, the IPP distribution of the GLONASS satellite 

is positioned farther to the north direction than that of the 

GPS satellite. Thus, GLONASS plays a very important role 

in monitoring the changes in the ionospheric TEC in the 

northern sky of the Korean Peninsula. In particular, the use of 

GLONASS plays a significant role in analyzing the ionosphere 

in high latitude areas such as polar regions.

This study calculated the ionospheric TEC by dividing the 

data utilization method into GPS only, GLONASS (‘GLO’) 

only, and the GPS+GLO combination, and then recalculated 

the grid-based ionospheric TEC as shown in Fig. 5 utilizing 

the inverse distance weighted interpolation technique. The 

VTEC at a specific grid point (36° N, 127° E) over the Korean 

Peninsula was calculated to compare the change in TEC 

according to the different data utilization method, which 

is shown in Fig. 6 in a time-series form. In Fig. 6, the daily 

changes in the TEC according to GPS only, GLO only, and 

the GPS+GLO combination are marked as green squares, 

gray right-pointing triangles, and red circles, respectively. 

The daily changes in the three TECs were similar to one 

another. The time when the VTEC was at the maximum was 

approximately 5:00 UT and changes in VTEC for about ten 

hours (10:00 - 20:00 UT) from the dusk to the dawn was five to 

seven TEC units (TECU), which was highly stable. In contrast, 

GLO TEC had a difference up to 5 TECU at a specific time 

compared to those of GPS TEC and GPS+GLO TEC. Since the 

number of satellites in the case of GLO was relatively smaller 

than that of the GPS, larger errors may occur when generating 

the grid-based TEC. On the other hand, a change in TEC due 

to GPS+GLO was nearly similar to that of the GPS only TEC.

Fig. 7 shows the difference between GPS only TEC and 

GPS+GLO TEC displayed in Fig. 6 by the time change. 

The difference in TEC between the two methods was 

approximately 0.64 TECU daily on average, which is marked 

as the blue dotted line in Fig. 7. Considering the standard 

deviation and observation noise of the GNSS receiver DCB, 

there seemed to be few differences in TEC between two 

methods. However, the difference between the two methods 

at approximately 10:00 UT, which was the solar terminator 

time, reached up to 2.5 TECU. The change in the ionospheric 

TEC has been known to be the largest at the solar terminator. 

Cot & Teitelbaum (1980) reported that the movement of 

the solar terminator generated the acoustic-gravity waves, 

and induced the disturbance of the ionospheric plasma. As 

shown in Fig. 6, considering that the background TEC was 

approximately seven TECU at 10:00 UT, the difference in 

TEC at that time reached approximately 35%. It is necessary 

to analyze the reasons for the difference for a long-term 

basis whether such difference is due to the use of GLONASS 

measurements, changes in receiver DCBs, and characteristics 

of changes in the ionosphere itself, or complex effects of the 

above.

Fig. 5. Grid TEC maps over South Korea derived from inverse distance 
weighted interpolation method.

Fig. 6. Comparison of the diurnal TEC changes at a specific grid point 
(36° N, 127° E) on November 1, 2017. The green squares and gray right-
pointing triangles indicate TEC values obtained from GPS only, GLONASS 
(‘GLO’) only, respectively. The red circles show TEC changes calculated from 
combined GPS+GLO system.

Fig. 7. TEC difference between GPS only and GPS+GLONASS on November 
1, 2017. The blue dot line indicates an average value for ionospheric TEC 
differences for that day.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

This study analyzed the changes in the ionospheric TEC 

utilizing the data of GPS and GLONASS received on Nov. 1 in 

2017 from the GNSS reference stations operated by the Korea 

Astronomy and Space Science Institute. The receiver DCB, 

which acted as the largest error in calculating the ionospheric 

TEC accurately, was determined relatively. When the same 

type of Trimble NetR9 receiver and TRM59800.00 antenna 

were used at nine GNSS reference stations, GPS receiver C1-

P2 DCB was in a range of -12 ns to -18 ns, and the GLONASS 

receiver P1-P2 DCB was in a range of -5 ns to -15 ns. That 

is, receiver DCBs were calculated differently in the GNSS 

reference stations. The large difference in DCBs among 

reference stations was due to the effect of antenna grounding 

reported by Choi & Lee (2018) although there were many 

various factors that affected the receiver DCBs.

The GPS and GLONASS IPP trajectory was analyzed to 

determine the effect of the GLONASS TEC over the Korean 

Peninsula. When the GPS signals are not observed in a short 

period of time, the GLONASS measurements can play a role 

in almost TEC estimation system. The GLONASS satellites 

have also larger orbit inclination than that of the GPS satellite 

as shown in the daily IPP analysis results. Therefore, IPP 

distribution in the GLONASS is located farther to the north 

direction in the Korean Peninsula than that of the GPS, 

thereby analyzing the changes in the ionospheric TEC in the 

northern region of the Korean Peninsula more accurately.

The daily changes in the ionospheric TEC were also 

compared and analyzed at a specific grid point (36° N, 127° 

E). The analysis results showed that a difference between 

GPS only TEC and GPS+GLO TEC was 0.64 TECU on 

average, which verified a highly similar characteristic of the 

change. However, a difference of approximately 2.5 TECU 

was revealed at a specific time such as the solar terminator 

between two different data processing methods. The reason 

for this requires further analysis on a long-term basis.
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